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Abstract. Malaysia is now approaching towards Industrial 4.0. Many initiatives are taken by the government to improve in this 
digital era. 18.2% contribution towards country’s growth domestic product was achieved in 2016 through digital economy which 

was targeted in 2020 (Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation, 2018). This showed a positive sign that the world is accepting the 
era of digital technologies in many of the industries including in healthcare. The objective of this research is to determine the 
factor influencing zero-trust among employees in using technologies in healthcare sector. This research proposed a conceptual 
framework on Zero trust model for digital employees. The contribution in this research is that it may help Malaysian Productivity 
Corporation have some information that will be useful to Industry4WRD Readiness Assessment. Furthermore, this research 
hopes will give insight for Malaysia's National Applied Research and Development Centre (MIMOS) for National Internet of 
Things Strategic Roadmap. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Today’s world of business is approaching towards industrial 4.0 where everything was meant to be 

digitalized. It begins with business transaction, communication and even managing the human resource. In fact, at 

least 55% of the population around the world have used internet and technologies for day to day basis [1]. Malaysian 

Government will allocate RM 210 million from 2019 to 2021 to support the transition and migration to Industry 4.0 

[2]. Meanwhile, The Malaysia Productivity Corporation (MPC) will carry out Readiness Assessments 

(Industry4WRD Readiness Assessment) to assist up to 500 Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs) to migrate to 

Industry 4.0 technologies. Furthermore, with the vision of Malaysia to be regional digital Internet of Things (IoT) 

development hub, the megatrend has forced the society to implement technology to enhance productivity and to 

fulfil individual needs.  
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In addition, managing human resource in organization also has shifted its paradigm from traditional way to 

modern digitalized method [3]. Now, human resource manager can easily pull a record and statistic about its 

employees. Similarly, employees in organization can easily access the organization’s intranet and improves 

workplace experience [4]. These two scenarios have raised a concern on security and safety of the data in the 

company. Despites, the freely usage personal device to access on company’s data, record, and files are threatening 

towards the company. Hence, a basis and fundamental of accessing data should be implemented among digital 

employees.  

In healthcare sector, the glooming of the usage of technology is becoming a norm in the society. Medical 

doctors, nurses and allied health are adopting technology into their everyday work. Research has proved that 

medical technology has brought benefit in numerous ways such as a political force to shape social relationships, 
neutral tools to be interpreted in social interactions and for learning purposes among nurses [5]. Furthermore, 

Ministry of Health (MoH) has launched Digital Lifestyle Malaysia (DLM): Connected Healthcare to create 

continuous diagnostics and precision treatment by medical experts utilizing Internet of Things (IoT) technologies 

ranging from wearable devices that track daily activities, vital signs and diet habits to further merge, dissect and 

crunch data for biomarkers or measurable indicators. Indeed, the adoption of technology also increased adherence to 

guideline-based care, enhanced surveillance and monitoring, and helps to decrease medication errors [6]. 

However, little attention was known in this industry to study the cyber-security in healthcare sector. 

Evidence shows global average cost of a data breach is $3.62 million [7]. In healthcare sector, the usage of 

technology helps to aid the process of management, retrieving medical record history and client’s data. This 

information which easily can be accessed by the medical staff becomes a concern of management. Lacking 

knowledge and experiences on cyber-attack among medical staff could cause loss for the organization such as losing 

data, expose of personal data of a client, staff and management’s Intel. Hence, to endure this circumstance, zero trust 

(verify, validate, access) is introduced in the study in order to determine trust (ability, benevolence, integrity) in 

using the technology. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Zero-Trust 

Zero Trust is a security concept grounded in the belief that organizations should not automatically trust 

anything inside or outside its perimeters and instead must verify anything and everything trying to connect to its 

systems before granting access [8]. However, ensuring cyber security is a complex task that relies on domain 

knowledge and requires cognitive abilities to determine possible threats from large amounts of network data [9]. 
Lack of cognitive ability, awareness, knowledge and experiences can lead to malicious events. This has become a 

major threat for the organization in the massive implementation of the industrial 4.0 where every employee is 

expected to be digitalized. However, debates on cyber-attack in the literature and practices were lagging and need 

more study to explore in the area.  

[8] from Forrester Company has developed and believed in the Zero Trust Threat Detection Model. The 

role of zero trust is important for today’s employees, which mean they have to understand every step with precaution 

when using technology, aware the element of verify when using their own identification, aware in validation of a 

legit data, and accessing information with the right authority to the network. This is pertinent for all digital 

employees to consider zero trust model in the implementation of their work. In addition, past literature proved that 

knowledge of cyber security helps in the detection of malicious events [10]. Therefore, this proved that employee 

personal resource has an impact towards the trust in technology.  
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Organizational Trust Theory 

Gaining employee’s awareness in cyber security requires trust. Gaining someone’s trust which proposed by 

organization’s trust theory [11] containing three factor which is benevolent, integrity and ability. Instead trust of a 

person, this research adapted the theory which how people trust in technology. Trust of a person can be affected by 

employee’s personal resource such as experience, awareness, knowledge and relationship. Meanwhile, this research 

put an added value in this framework by putting the element of zero trust in the relationship between employees’ 

personal resource (experience and awareness) towards the trust in the technology. By adding the zero-trust 

dimension, which mean an employee whose have experience and awareness in technology will first verify the 

technology they use, making sure that they are the user (validate) and having the legit access. These zero trusts 

which means the employee will be more vigilant than they feel they can trust the technology they used. 

Besides, responsibility of the digital employees in the workplace is to use, adapt and implemented the 

technologies in the job. However, without having detail and enough instruction, precaution and awareness of the 

security, it can be a major cause for an organization to lose its data, through the ignorance and unaware of innocent 

action of an employee. Hence, the fundamental of being digitalized employee is that, they should be aware and 
proceed with precaution in accessing and granting the data at the workplace.  Therefore, zero trust is important 

element in determining the relationship between employee experiences and awareness towards trust in technology. 

 

 

FIGURE 1: Proposed research framework 

 

With proposing framework, therefore the significance of this study will help to support National 

Transformation Policy (2016-2020) in the New Economic Model to reach high income country through digital 

transformation. Furthermore, this research hopes will give insight for Malaysia's National Applied Research and 

Development Centre (MIMOS) for National Internet of Things Strategic Roadmap which envision to create a 

conducive IoT industry ecosystem which gives impact on employment to create 14 thousand jobs.  

Hence, this research gives an output on providing fundamental framework of zero-trust among digital 

employees which will benefit to the digital literature and realm. The proposed framework in this study also will help 

Malaysian Productivity Corporation (MPC) in providing data in healthcare sector which hopes will add value in 

Industry4WRD Readiness Assessment as one of the MPC objectives is to determine the readiness of industry in the 

adoption of technologies in Industry 4.0. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The significance of this study will help to support the National Transformation Policy (2016-2020) in the 

New Economic Model to reach high income country through digital transformation. Furthermore, this research 

hopes will give insight for Malaysia's National Applied Research and Development Centre (MIMOS) for National 

Internet of Things Strategic Roadmap, which envision to create a conducive industry ecosystem which gives impact 

on employment to create 14 thousand jobs.  

Furthermore, this research will likely give output on providing a fundamental framework of zero-trust 

among digital employees, which will benefit to the digital literature and realm. The results in this study also will 

help the Malaysian Productivity Corporation (MPC) in providing data in the healthcare sector which hopes will add 
value in Industry4WRD Readiness Assessment, as it is one of the MPC objectives whereby to determine the 

readiness of the industry in the adoption of technologies in Industry 4.0. 

In addition, this study also will help Ministry of Communications and Multimedia Malaysia in supporting 

the CyberSafe Program where its aim to increases awareness of online safety and security issues among Malaysians 

while harnessing the benefits of cyberspace. 

Meanwhile this research limited to the conceptual framework, and future research should test the 

relationship and developing instruments for zero trust element instead of adopting and adapting from other scholars. 
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